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Abstract

High performance computing systems are moving towards the exaflops era. The tremen-
dous increase in computational speeed is accompanied by enormous power consump-
tion in these systems. It is necessary to harvest any potential opportunities to save
power in these high end computing systems. The goal of this paper is to explore possi-
bilities of power savings in the interconnects between the nodes. By careful scheduling
of jobs in a 3D torus-connected cluster of nodes, we show thatsignificant amounts of
power can be saved by switching certain portions of the network elements to low power
modes. We also present an estimation method that more accurately estimates the actual
runtime of jobs from the user provided runtimes and enhancesthe performance of the
scheduling scheme. We validate our results via detailed MATLAB simulations.

1. Introduction

The rising power/thermal issues in ICT equipment and the associated costs have led
to intensive research efforts to improve the energy efficiency of data centers and large
server farms. With the recent trends in computer architecture promising exaflop sys-
tems in the near future, the focus of high performance computing system architects has
shifted from just performance maximization to achieving energy efficient computing.
A compelling reason behind these research efforts is that with peta and exa–scale com-
puting, the power consumed by these systems is expected to contribute a significant
portion of the total cost of ownership of these systems. Power consumption would also
severely impact the scalability of the exascale systems. Exascale systems are expected
to consume anywhere between 60− 120 MW of power [1, 2]. Efficient power man-
agement of high performance systems can hence result in significant savings in energy
costs. The primary goal of this work is to explore a few possible ways to save energy
in a high performance computing environment and to suggest techniques to maximize
energy savings.

We distinguish the high performance computing environmentfrom other Internet
data centers and cloud service providers. Our focus in this paper is on the high perfor-
mance applications running on tightly coupled supercomputers. Internet data centers
today are generally described asalways on since the applications hosted in these data
centers are expected to be up and running continuously. The demands of these applica-
tions are different during different times, and they are expected to be available always.
The applications may run in virtual machines and a single physical machine hosts mul-
tiple virtual machines. The power demands of these applications vary continuously
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depending on their utilization and the power management schemes need to account for
the demand side variations. While the demand variations can be predicted to some ex-
tent, there can be short term spikes in demands that make power management of these
systems difficult.

The nature of jobs running in supercomputers however, is different from those run-
ning in Internet data centers. In typical supercomputing environments, the jobs are
long running and their behavior is usually predictable. They have fixed runtimes and
get completed within the requested/allocated period of time. This is especially true
in scenarios where the jobs are run in batches and are allocated groups of dedicated
processors. Any communication happens within this allocated group of processors as
long as the jobs are independent. Hence spatial and temporalallocation of jobs plays
a key role in determining the power consumption of these HPC systems. For instance,
if there are idle periods of communication in the interconnects between the processors,
they can be exploited by putting these interconnects in low power modes. As a comple-
mentary measure, idle periods can be introduced in a few links and sustained for long
periods by appropriately allocating jobs to processors.

Power management in tightly coupled HPC systems is a harder problem than other
typical data center environments providing cloud computing and web hosting type of
services, where the systems are more loosely coupled. One main reason is that in HPC
clusters performance is a much more critical factor than in other systems. Adverse
impacts on performance are too expensive to tolerate. The aim of this paper is to study
and quantify the impacts of spatio–temporal allocation of jobs in HPC environments
on the interconnect power consumption of supercomputers–in particular 3D torus con-
nected machines. A 3D torus is a network topology in which each node is connected to
six other nodes, two each in thex, y andz dimensions. We investigate potential power
savings that can be achieved by ensuring that certain interconnect elements are idle and
can be switched to low power modes. As mentioned before, thiscertainty is achievable
in high end computing environments mainly because the jobs are long running and
allocation of jobs to processors remains almost static for longer periods of time until
the jobs complete. Moreover the networking topology of these machines have more
regular structures (like 3D torus) that can be exploited to save power. The target envi-
ronment of our work is such a tightly coupled system where multiple nodes are running
the subtasks of the same job and are interconnected via high speed interconnects and
typically located in the same geographical location. Examples are supercomputers like
IBM Blue Gene and the Cray machines that have racks of nodes interconnected by high
speed network interconnects.

In general, any technique to reduce power consumption directly means switching
from a higher performance state to a low performance state. For instance the DRPM
technique [3] reduces disk power consumption by dynamically modulating the hard
disk rotation speed to achieve significant savings in energy. Dynamic Voltage and Fre-
quency Scaling (DVFS) [4, 5] for processors also trades performance/speed for power.
However on an orthogonal note, techniques like workload consolidation during very
low utilization periods can result in energy savings with minimum impact on perfor-
mance. Due to strict performance requirements of HPC applications, a fine grained
power management scheme may be infeasible because of the latencies involved while
transitioning from low power to high power modes and vice versa. We contend that
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coarser grained techniques that operate at a larger time scale can still achieve signifi-
cant savings in power without impacting performance in supercomputers. Especially
in a supercomputer where communication bottleneck is the most significant area of
concern, small windows of idle periods in interconnects cannot be exploited without
significantly impacting performance. In this regard, we propose a scheduling scheme
that minimizes the power consumption of interconnects in the high performance server
clusters by careful allocation of processors to jobs. We evaluate the performance of the
algorithm formally and via detailed simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related re-
search works in the field of power management in high performance computing sys-
tems. Section 3 describes the target environment of our scheduling algorithm. Sec-
tion 4 explains our problem modeling and the working of our scheduling algorithm.
Section 5 details our runtime prediction algorithm. We provide our simulation results
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Kamil et al. [6] explore less invasive approaches to measurepower in large scale
supercomputers running HPC workloads. The authors comparethe effectiveness of
multiple power measurement methodologies and investigatethe power requirements
for various benchmark applications. Sonmez et al. [7] propose job placement policies
on a grid to minimize wide area communications in parallel applications. Their test
environment is a grid where parallel processes are coscheduled on clusters that are
geographically distributed.

Virtualization is increasingly being used in server clusters due to its application
isolation capabilities and ease of managemeent. Nagarajanet al. [8] propose a scheme
that migrates virtual machines hosting MPI applications from a fault-prone node to a
healthy node proactively. Verma et al. [9] investigate the power management in vir-
tualized server clusters hosting HPC applications. They use their experimental results
to build a framework for power - aware application placementin virtualized clusters.
Their placement strategy takes both CPU usage and working set size into account.
Mukherjee et al. [10] propose enhancements to the FCFS and Earliest Deadline First
policies to make thermal aware job placement decisions in virtualized data centers.

Tang et al. [11] propose task assignment techniques that minimize the cooling re-
quirements in large scale data enters. The authors formalize the problem of minimizing
the cooling requirements as the problem of minimizing the peak inlet temperatures via
task assignments. Niyato et al. [12] propose an optimal power management scheme
for a server farm to minimize the power consumption while meeting the performance
requirements. They formulate the problem as a constrained Markov decision process
and then optimize the allocation of tasks to the servers.

Ranganathan et al. [13] propose an ensemble level power management technique
for power management in blade servers. They exploit the trends in workloads across
multiple systems and manage the power budgets at the enclosure level. This enables
more flexibility and results in significant reductions in thepower consumption and
cooling costs. Moore et al. [14] propose a temperature awareworkload placement
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technique in datacenters. The goal of the work is to cut down on the cooling costs by
placing the workloads in the data center in appropriate temperature zones.

Frachtenberg et al. [15] propose a flexible co-scheduling algorithm to avoid ex-
ternal and internal fragmentation. Their scheme identifiesthe jobs that require strict
co-scheduling and co-schedules them while other jobs are scheduled to increase the
utilization of the overall system. Tang et al. [16] propose scheduling schemes that are
walltime - aware and attempt to reduce fragmentation of resources due to differences
in runtime of neighboring jobs. The scheduling schemes are evaluated on IBM Blue
Gene with real time traces from the Argonne National Laboratory [17].

Scheduling on parallel machines has been studied for a long time [18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. The scheme by Qiao et al. [28] is one of the earliest works on
scheduling in 3D torus connected systems. They propose a submesh detection scheme
considering the size and orientation requirements of the job. Choo et al. [29] propose
a scan and search scheduling algorithm for 3D torus connected systems. The authors
manipulate the 3D torus information as 2D information. There is a logically contiguous
virtual space of processors which is then mapped to the physical space. Aridor et
al. [30] investigate architectural solutions to alleviatethe fragmentation problem in
mesh and torus connected topologies. They claim that a multi–toroidal topology like
the IBM Blue Gene/L has better resource allocation and low resource fragmentation.

3. Interconnect Power Management

In this paper, we consider two well known supercomputers that have nodes con-
nected by a 3D torus network–the IBM Blue Gene [31] and the Cray [32] machines.
Flat networks like the 3D torus, are highly scalable and the number of network com-
ponents does not increase super–linearly with an increase in the number of nodes [33].
Hence they are being widely used in large scale systems with thousands of cores. Com-
munication between nodes is increasingly becoming critical in HPC clusters and inter-
connects play an extremely important role in tightly coupled supercomputers. The
interconnects in HPC systems are designed to guarantee highbandwidth between any
two nodes. Interconnects connect nodes within the racks andacross the racks. The
communication phases between nodes (e.g., MPI Send, Receive) can turn out to be
bottlenecks if the interconnects cannot guarantee the necessary bandwidth. From the
data that we managed to gather, a typical rack in IBM Blue Geneconsumed 23 kW of
power and the link cards consume around 0.35 kW of power per rack. A typical IBM
Blue Gene installation consists of 40 to 64 racks and hence the power consumed by link
cards is around 14 to 24 kW which is significant. With introduction of high speed links
and fiber interconnects, the power consumption of networking components can become
even higher. William J. Camp observes that the power consumed by interconnect el-
ements in exascale computers will be of the order of serveralmegawatts [2]. Hence
a careful power management of interconnects in supercomputing systems could save
significant power. However, to the best of our knowledge there are no research works
that have attempted to analyze the potential power savings in network interconnects in
supercomputers.

The nodes in IBM Blue gene are divided into partitions and thepartitions are allo-
cated to jobs. A single rack consists of two mid–planes with each of the mid–planes
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Figure 1: 3D torus network topology in IBM Blue Gene

having 512 nodes connected by a 3D torus network with dimensions 8 x 8 x 16. Mul-
tiple racks are connected by cables that maintain the torus structure. Typically the
number of racks are between 40 to 64 and the number of nodes perrack is 1,024. Cray
machines have a similar structure but the 3D torus links are shared [34, 35] unlike the
IBM machines where the network links are dedicated to partitions. The multi–core
processors are connected using the Gemini interconnect ASICs. The Gemini ASICs
have 48 ports per chip and provide extremely fast routing capabilities. The number
of network interconnects are proportional to the number of nodes and the number of
racks.

Figure 1(a) shows a typical IBM blue gene system installation with torus connected
nodes organized as multiple rows of racks. A Cray installation would have a similar
structure with the racks being as called cabinets and with different number of nodes
per cabinet. To maintain consistency we follow the naming convention similar to that
of IBM Blue Gene. We refer to the cables connecting different rows of racks asx–
dimension cables (column cables), the cables connecting the racks within a row as
y–dimension cables and the cables connecting mid-planes/cages in the same rack as
z–dimension cables. Thez–dimension cables also connect mid-planes in the same
position on adjacent racks. Generally thex–dimension cables that connect different
rows of racks are significantly longer than the cables along other dimensions. Hence
they are considered expensive in terms of power and communication costs. Figure 1(b)
shows the physical links in a row that form the 1× 4× 4 slice of the entire 5× 4× 4 3D
torus. There are 8 link cards per rack. Each link in Figure 1(b) represents 16 cables 2
each from every link card in the rack. When scheduling the jobson processors, we deal
in terms of allocation units of 512 processors to avoid unnecessary complexity. Even
though this assumption might lead to internal fragmentation issues since requested
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processors need to be in multiples of 512, it can be easily shown that the scheduling
algorithm that we propose is efficient even if the assumption on minimum sizes of
allocation units is removed. External fragmentation is also an issue for large jobs,
since free processors cannot always be obtained contiguously. We assume that a non–
contiguous allocation is done in these cases as in Cray machines.

3.1. Interconnect Power model

The inter–node communication interconnects used in supercomputers like IBM
Blue Gene and Cray machines are still mostly copper. The network links provide
around 1.4 Gbps unidirectional bandwidth. Other technologies like Infiniband and op-
tic fibers are also increasingly being used for high speed I/O accesses and long distance
communication. We assume the conventional model in which the power consumed by
the network elements consists of two components–static anddynamic [36]. For in-
stance in the IBM blue gene machines, each rack has link cardsthat connect the nodes
together. There are 8 link cards per rack and each link card has 16 cables - 8 in theX
direction and 4 each in theY andZ directions. Hence the power model for the link card
is given by,

Plinkcard = Pchassis + n ∗ Plink (1)

wheren is the number of links that are active.
Hence if the communication alongx–dimension is cut down completely, according

to our model, the power saved in one link card will be 8∗Plink. The same model can be
applied to router ASICs (as in Cray machines) as well. The fewer the number of links
in use the lower is the power consumption of the router card.

4. Power aware scheduling

4.1. Scheduling on parallel machines

Given a set of jobs and a set of available processors, a scheduling algorithm maps
the jobs to processors. The scheduling algorithm can be optimized based on a number
of factors including minimizing response time, minimizingfragmentation, maximizing
resource utilization and so on. The goal of our scheduling algorithm is to optimize for
minimum power consumption in interconnects. The objectiveof our algorithm is an
optimal spatio–temporal allocation of tasks to nodes so that some of the communication
links can be idle for long periods of time.

The following factors influence the design of any schedulingalgorithm.

• Performance impact : Any power savings in interconnects comes from powering
down the network links. Bringing the links back up involves latency. Having
to bring back the links from low power modes often will affect the performance
considerably. Hence the scheduling algorithm that is beingdesigned has to avoid
this.
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• Resource Fragmentation : Any scheduling algorithm that does not take the topol-
ogy of the network into consideration could potentially leave the resources frag-
mented. This not only wastes resources and increases the wait time of jobs but
also results in poor energy efficiency. In this paper we consider 3D torus as a rep-
resentative network topology. Another common topology worth exploring is the
fat tree.

• Resource Utilization : The scheduling algorithm has to maximize the resource uti-
lization and make sure that no jobs are waiting in the queue ifsufficient resources
are available.

• Starvation: The response time of jobs is a very common metric to evaluate ajob
placement algorithm. Any job scheduling algorithm has to make sure that the wait
time of a job is not more than a certain starvation threshold.

Our scheduling algorithm tries to address all of the above mentioned issues. Power
savings is achieved by careful scheduling of tasks to enablepowering down of links
that are redundant. Sufficient number of links are kept on so that the required connec-
tions are maintained between communicating processors. Even though our scheduling
scheme does not explicitly consider adaptive routing schemes during hotspots, addi-
tional links can always be powered on during periods of congestion with a one time
latency of powering them up. The appropriate cost functionsin the algorithm can then
be modified based on the links that are up and running. Howevergiven that jobs are
allocated to dedicated processors and the communication isonly between those pro-
cessors, we assume that the hotspot scenarios arise rarely.Hence there is almost no
impact on performance. External resource fragmentation isminimized by providing
a contiguous allocation of processors to the jobs whenever possible. Only if contigu-
ous allocation is not possible, a non–contiguous allocation is provided. Starvation is
prevented by using appropriate strategies in the temporal allocation policy. In the next
section we provide an analysis of the optimality of our scheduling algorithm.

4.2. Problem Modeling and Analysis

This section provides a formal analysis of the problem of allocating the jobs to the
processors to minimize the number of expensive links.

4.2.1. Problem Modeling
We model the problem of allocating the jobs to processors as an instance of the

extensible bin packing problem. The extensible bin packing problem can be defined as
follows. Consider a set ofm bins with sizesb1, b2.... bm. There aren items of sizes
s1, s2, s3.... sn. The bins can be extended and overloaded with items. The loadof bin
j is l j and is defined as the total size of the items assigned to it. Thesize of the bin
after allocation is defined asmax(l j, b j). The objective is to minimize the total size of
bins after allocation. The problem instance is to allocate aset of jobs that are waiting
to be queued to a set of available processors. The set of jobs that are considered should
satisfy the minimum requirement that the total number of processors requested by the
jobs is not be greater than the number of available processors.
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4.2.2. Approximation algorithm
Olmo and Speranza [37] prove that the Longest Processing Time (LPT) algorithm

yields a worst case performance bound of 1.173 OPT whereOPT is the cost of an
optimal algorithm for the extensible bin packing problem. The working of LPT algo-
rithm is as follows. The bin sizes and the item sizes are in terms of processing times.
The jobs are arranged in the decreasing order of the processing time. Then they are
allocated one by one to the processor with the largest idle time space.

Our scheduling algorithm is based on LPT with the time domainbeing replaced
by the spatial domain. In our case the bin sizes and item sizesare in terms of number
of allocation units of processors. A group of allocation units along the samey–z plane
form a bin. The jobs are allocated to the bins. An extension ofthe bin implies allocating
processors across the planes. Each allocation unit is analogous to the time slots in the
original LPT algorithm and the overloading of bins is expensive because it involves the
use of links consuming excessive power. We consider a two level cost function. The
links in they–z plane have the same cost and the links along thex–dimension have a
larger cost.

The assumption in [37] for the optimality bounds is that the optimality bound holds
for cases wheremax(si) ≤ min(b j). HoweverLemma 1 shows that the solution to a
problem instance not respecting this condition is still an approximation scheme com-
parable to a problem instance respecting this assumption.

Lemma 1: We can find an approximation scheme to a problem instance where
max(si) > min(b j) .

Proof: Consider a problem instanceP where one itemk has sizes > min(b j). Let
us create a problem instanceP′ with item k removed and binmin(b j) removed. The
new problem instanceP′ is exactly in the form of the extensible bin packing problem
defined in [37]. So the cost of the original problem instanceP is given by,

cost(P) ≤ cost(P′) + s (2)

wherecost(P′) is the cost of the solution provided by any approximation scheme.
In a similar manner if more than one item has a size> min(b j) then we create a new

instanceP′′ by removing one such item and the bin with sizemin(b j) at each step until
there is only one bin remaining or the conditionmax(si) > min(b j) is satisfied. Note
that when only one bin is remaining, the problem reduces to the trivial case of packing
all the items into one bin. Then the cost of the approximationscheme

cost(P) ≤ cost(P′′) + S (3)

whereS = Σsk, k = 1,2, ..l and l is the number of items that were removed from
problem instanceP to form problem instanceP′′.

Lemma 2: The fact that the extension of the bins have to come from otherbins
does not affect the solution to the allocation problem.

According to our algorithm the basic condition to allot a setof jobs J to a group
of processorsP is thatsize(J) ≤ size(P). Only then at the least, a completely random
non-contiguous allocation of jobs to processors is feasible. So, as long as this condition
holds, finding an allocation unit for the extension of the bins is always possible. In
choosing the processors for the extension, we further try tominimize the number of
x–dimension links that need to be used.
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4.3. Scheduling Algorithm

The main goal of our scheduling algorithm is to cut down on communication across
as many expensive links as possible and enable switching them to low power modes.
In machines like the IBM Blue Gene/P where the 3D torus network is dedicated to par-
titions, there is risk of fragmentation of resources since once the networking resources
are allocated to partitions, they cannot be used by any otherpartition. In Cray ma-
chines [32], where the 3D torus network is shared, the communication links are not
dedicated and hence we cannot switch them to low power modes unless we are abso-
lutely sure that no communication will take place through those links. Our proposed
spatio–temporal allocation algorithm works irrespectiveof whether the links are shared
or dedicated. In our problem model, there are discrete powercosts associated with link
types and as more links are powered on, the associated costs increase proportional to
the number of links that are up.

Algorithm 1 Power Aware scheduling
Input : A set of jobs {J}

Output : Allocation of jobs{J} to nodes

Job ordering: Jobs are ordered in a queue based on some priority function. To
schedule the jobs, the total number of processors required by the jobs cannot be more
than the total number of processors available/free. Jobs that satisfy this condition are
selected and moved to the ready queue.

Pre-processing: Sort the jobs in the ready queue in decreasing order based on num-
ber of processors

Step 1: Form bins of processors connected by links with minimum cost(y - z plane)

Step 2: Allocate the jobs in the ready queue in sorted order to the binwith maximum
remaining capacity

Step 3: Allocate extensions to bins from non contiguous processorsacross multiple
planes

The scheduling mechanism is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is invoked
upon job arrival or termination. Algorithm 1 tries to restrict communication along the
same plane and hence enables the links that connect these planes with the other planes
to be put in low power mode. It can be seen that there are two phases in the scheduling
algorithm. The first phase is the temporal ordering of jobs and the second phase is
the scheduling of jobs on the available processors using theextensible bin packing
algorithm. For the temporal ordering of jobs, we tried two different strategies. The first
strategy is the most commonly used FCFS scheduling with backfilling. The jobs are
ordered on an FCFS basis. They are scheduled on processors asthey become available.
Small jobs that will not affect the scheduling of higher priority jobs are chosen out of
order from the queue for backfilling. When the bins are formed,the processors that will
be free in a time ofτ seconds are also treated as free and are considered to be allocated
to jobs. The price paid for this strategy is that the jobs to which these processors
are allocated need to wait until the processors are freed. The configurable parameterτ
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determines the trade–off between wait time of the jobs and optimal power consumption.
The second strategy for prioritizing in the temporal domainis to order the jobs based
on a utility function as defined in [38] and used in IBM Blue Gene machines. The jobs
are arranged in decreasing order of a utility function whichis defined below.

Ui =

(queue time
wall time

)3

× ni (4)

whereni is the number of processors requested by jobi. It is easy to see that the
utility function favors jobs that have been waiting in the queue for a long time and
hence prevents these jobs from waiting indefinitely. Also itavoids starvation of large
jobs. The combination of the spatial allocation algorithm with the temporal priority
schemes helps in achieving a scheduling strategy to minimize the interconnect power
consumption.

5. Runtime Estimation

The workload logs that we use for evaluation purposes are collected from the Ar-
gonne National Laboratory from January to August 2009. The traces were collected
from a 40 rack IBM Blue Gene/P machine with 40,960 quad–core nodes. Each rack
has two midplanes and each midplane has 512 nodes. The nodes in the IBM Blue Gene
machine are connected by 3D torus networks [31]. The nodes are grouped into parti-
tions and each job is assigned to a few partitions. The performance of a scheduling

Figure 2: Percentage of jobs with more than 100% overestimation of runtime by users

algorithm on a space sharing machine like the IBM Blue Gene isdependent on the
accuracy of runtime estimates. The impact of inaccuracy in user provided runtimes
has been studied in a lot of research works [39, 40, 41]. Tang et al. [41] provide a
scheme for estimating user runtimes based on the historicaldata of different users and
projects. The impact of inaccuracies in user provided runtime estimates has been fur-
ther explored analytically by Tsafrir [42]. The conventional F–model [40] associates
a user provided runtime estimatee with the actual runtimer by the relatione = r.F
whereF is a badness factor andF > 1. Tsafrir [42] observes that the conventionalF
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may be misleading to the conclusion that the performance is insensitive to estimation
accuracy ofF. However most of the previous works including [41] are basedon the
F–model. Tsafrir et al. [43] observed the modal nature of the user provided runtime
estimates. The authors propose a model that aims to map the percentage of jobs to their
most popular runtime estimates by users. Figure 2 shows the discrepancy between the
user provided and the actual runtimes in the Argonne National Lab trace that we use.
It can be seen that more than 90% of jobs with runtimes greaterthan 8 hours have an
overestimation of more than 100%. Any scheduling algorithmthat is based on user
provided runtimes as such is hence bound to waste a lot of resources. We found that
on the average the difference between user estimated and actual runtimes was around
4000 seconds. Figure 2 supports the intuitive notion that users always tend to provide
an overestimate of the runtime of the jobs either to avoid therisk of the jobs being
shut down because they exceeded the requested runtime or because of the nature of
rounding to the nearest popular number (like multiples of 1,000).

Figure 3: Cross correlation between user provided and actual runtimes in different bins (bin size= 4000
seconds)

The runtime estimation model that we propose exploits the modal nature of the user
provided runtimes and tries to improve the accuracy of the estimates. We group the
user provided runtime estimates into discrete bins. We thenmodel each bin separately
using regression. Modeling and estimating the actual runtimes for each bin separately
helps to increase the accuracy of estimation. The error in user provided estimates has
a significant impact on power savings. For instance if the user provided estimate of
runtime of a job is highly overestimated, the scheduling algorithm may decide that a
contiguous allocation is not possible and hence go for a non–contiguous allocation.
This would turn out to be highly inefficient in terms of power savings. If the estimate
was accurate, the scheduling algorithm might decide to waitand schedule after the
processors are free.
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Figure 4: Modeled run time with and without binning for days 101 till the end (bin size= 4000 seconds

Figure 3 shows the correlation between user provided and actual runtime of jobs
in different bins of size 4000 seconds. We see that the cross-correlation between user
provided and actual run times are completely different in different bins. This explains
the intuition behind our binning technique. Any modeling technique that ignores this
fact would result in an averaging effect and hence an increase in error in the estimates.
We use the trace data for the first 100 days to create our model and use the model to
adjust the user provided runtimes in the rest of the days. Figure 4 shows the adjusted
estimates when a single model is used for the entire runtime range and when different
models are used for different bins. We see that the models are completely different for
each of the bins and hence the mean square error in estimates drops from 2.3271 x 107

without binning to 6.4061 x 106 with binning.

6. Simulation

Figure 5 shows the number of jobs that are running concurrently per hour. The
average number of jobs that are running per hour was around 19and the 99th percentile
was 43. The total number of jobs that were considered for scheduling at the end of the
simulation was 68,936 and the maximum number of available cores was 163,840.
Figure 6
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Figure 5: Number of concurrent jobs per hour

Figure 6: Number of racks and midplanes required by jobs

6.1. Simulation Results

We developed a simulator in MATLAB to simulate our scheduling scheme. We
chose MATLAB as our simulation platform since it is relatively simpler to imple-
ment a 3D torus connected machine in MATLAB. Also since the simulation is at a
coarse granularity complex functionalities provided by other high level programming
languages were not necessary. The simulator takes as input the submit time, runtime
and the number of processors required to run the jobs and creates a scheduling for the
jobs. Jobs are in the wait queue and when a set of processors are available, an instance
of extensible bin packing problem is solved. To avoid trivial instances of the alloca-
tion problem, the inter–arrival times of the jobs was adjusted to have at least 3 jobs in
the wait queue when an instance of bin packing is solved. Eventhough some of the
processors allocated to a job are idle until all processors allocated to the job are really
free, this idle period does not exceedτ seconds. In our simulations we used the value
of τ to be 1000 seconds. We assume that only the links that connectcommunicating
nodes are up and the rest of the links are shut down completely. We use a conservative
method to decide on what links should be up to ensure connection between commu-
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nicating nodes. If two midplanes in the rack are allocated tothe same job, we keep
all the z–dimension links up. This ensures that all redundant links are up to connect
the midplanes and hence represent the maximum number of links needed to connect
the two midplanes. Note that in practice some of these links can be shut down and
hence lead to even more power savings. Column cables are needed only when there
are communicating nodes across racks. We assume a cost function of 2 : 1 for the ratio
of power consumption of thex-dimension cables to cables along the other dimensions.
As far as we know, the exact values of the power values are not available. A simple
reason behind using this ratio is because in the link cards inIBM Blue Gene, the num-
ber of column cables are twice that of rack or row cables. The additional cables are
the spare column cables. Note that these inter-row links arealso expensive in terms of
communication and hence the assumption that the cost of using these links is higher is
valid not only from a power consumption point of view but alsofrom a communica-
tion perspective. Hence the extensible bin packing problemformulation also helps to
reduce the communication costs.

Figure 7: Increase in wait time for jobs normalized to the greedy first fit scheduling (with and without runtime
prediction)

Figure 8: Power savings achieved by putting network elementsto sleep over greedy first fit scheduling
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In order to quantify the benefits of our scheduling algorithmwe compare it with a
greedy first fit scheduling algorithm combined with each of the two temporal schedul-
ing strategies - FCFS with backfilling and utility based temporal ordering of jobs. As
mentioned before, FCFS is the most commonly used schedulingstrategy in supercom-
puters and utility based job ordering in the time domain is used in IBM Blue Gene
for production jobs. Figure 7 shows the increase in wait timefor jobs compared to
a first fit scheduling scheme. We see that when the number of processors is low, the
wait time is also low. This is intuitive because getting holdof a few free processors is
easier than getting hold of large number of contiguous free processors. Note that when
solving the extensible bin packing problem instace, processors that will be free inτ
seconds are also considered as free. This leads to a slight increase in the wait time for
the jobs. Nevertheless, this increase is never more than 7%.It can be seen that the wait
time actually decreases significantly with run time prediction. This is because with a
better accuracy in runtime prediction, the jobs can be assigned to processors based on
the time when the processors will be free and hence resource fragmentation is reduced.
This directly translates to a decrease in the wait time for jobs. Also the utility based
scheduler consistently outperforms the FCFS scheme.

Figure 8 shows the average percentage of power that can be saved by our proposed
scheduling scheme as against the simple first fit scheduling with the two temporal job
ordering strategies. It can be seen that on the average around 35%-38% of power can be
saved in the communication links by power aware scheduling of jobs. Our calculation
of power savings is based on the dynamic power consumption oflink cards. A 20%
savings in power means that 20% of the links are shut down. Inlcusion of static power
might offset these calculations a little and the power savings percentage would be lesser.
However, even if we assume that the static power consumed is as high as 30%, the
power savings by our algorithm would still be around 30%. Fine grained techniques
can reduce the static power consumption of the network components as well. However
it is highly likely that they will have a significant impact onlatency. We do not have
an explicit metric for evaluating the impact on the run time of jobs. The reasons are
two fold. First, we do not have access to a fine grained trace with the communication
phases of the jobs and the congestion periods. Second, our scheduling algorithm does
not shut down links between communicating nodes. We just speculate the potential
power savings in network links by careful allocation of jobswith almost zero impact
on performance (and a slight increase in wait time). We believe that current systems do
not have mechanisms to do this.

7. Conclusion and Future work

We have presented and evaluated a power aware scheduling scheme for a tightly
coupled HPC system with 3D torus interconnects . We have shown that a power savings
of 30-40% is possible in the interconnects by shutting down the links with almost no
performance loss. We also show that with a more accurate prediction of run time
of jobs an even better scheduling can be achieved that can lead to improvements in
performance.

In this paper we do not focus on fine-grained power control techniques for the links.
An accurate analysis of performance impact of the fine grained power control tech-
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niques would require more detailed trace data which is difficult to obtain. A detailed
analysis of communication patterns could help improve the power savings manifold.
We would like to test the performance of our algorithm on a real time supercomputer
and study further power saving options. An analysis of storage I/O in HPC environ-
ments is a field that has been relatively less focused upon. Taking into consideration
the very high speed storage networks and interconnects would provide a more compre-
hensive analysis on power savings. The cost models that we have right now has two
different costs for links. In future we would like to develop a more complex cost model
with multiple cost functions. Exploring power saving options in other topologies like
fat tree is a possible extension for the paper.
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